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The aim of this project is to produce a Machine Vision system that will provide real time
feedback for machinery output while within high levels of ambient lighting. There are
camera-laser devices that are used for a variety of industries. If the light levels become
too high, the algorithms are unable to determine the line due to saturation. The timber
industry has an abundance of old machinery in locations where lighting can be hard to
control. As sizing tolerance checking by sampling is labour intensive the ability to scan
the timber under these conditions would enable better quality control and utilisation
of limited resources. A secondary aim is to produce a system that uses commercially
obtainable items that can be mounted and maintained by general maintenance staff and
ease of replacing parts on failure. While this paper focuses on timber, the ability to scan
objects in high ambient lighting could be used for other applications.
Several design aspects need to be explored to determine the best outcome. One area that
will be considered is the options of multi-cameras vs Laser and single camera. Are colour
or monochrome cameras with the use of filters best for the required environment and
requirements? Then there is green vs red laser performance in an illuminated environment.
All components used in this paper are listed with associated costs. While the aim was
to test the final assembly in an industry production environment to ensure accuracy and
repeatability, it was unachievable due to many factors including COVID-19.
Results from this project were not as hoped. There was no successful reliable and re-
peatable method for line isolation and I was unable to develop software. However, it has
been shown that the 850nm laser can create a visible line in full sunlight with the use of a
narrow band optical filter. This finding is promising and worth further investigation. The
green 525nm laser was able to be detected and isolated but not a the light level required
to be feasible.
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Hardwood Timber Sawmills in Australia generally have a labour intensive quality control
system for the product height and width. A sample testing method is very commonly
used, where a few boards would be pulled from the production line measured and possibly
recorded. If the dimensions are out of tolerance, a few more boards would be sampled to
ensure error is consistent before any adjustments are considered. If the boards are within
tolerance they are placed back on to the production line. These tests are preformed at a
set duration throughout the shift and directly after any tooling changes.
Being labour intensive, it is also relying on accuracy of the measurements and ability
of the user to be consistent throughout their shift. If there are issues in other sections
of the plant or a shortage of operators, quality checking can be skipped or overlooked.
Foreman who are paid a bonus on production level, tend to consider quality checking
less critical due to the real or achieved production reduction. Management, on the other
hand, tend to try and enforce these checks, as they are aware of the cost involved if the
product becomes out of tolerance. An option to only measure downstream at the end of
production line can be used when low on staff numbers. This can have issues as well as
lost material of not being able to diagnosis which machine needs to be adjusted quickly
and greatly increasing the waste.
There are currently products on the market that provide live data on the output of a
1.1 Background 2
given machine, which are widespread in the softwood industry in USA and Europe, where
high production rates are occurring. SiCam Systems (2019) is one company based in
Canada that have years of experience using LMI Cameras. These tend to have high costs
associated with their installs, causing justification of installation harder for low production
mills.
One technological solution currently employed is cameras with a red laser to triangulate.
This enables calculation of the dimensions along the Laser’s plane while processing at
production speed. The measurements are taken at small increments along the length of
product. This enables constant production, with a system alarm when there are consis-
tently too many pieces out of tolerance. This can be difficult to fit to existing machines
due to the mounting condition required.
SiCam Systems use a personal computer (PC) to run a database for data logging. As
Sawmills are dusty, dirty environments they are not PC friendly. These systems need to
be integrated with the machine controls to provide the target product size for comparison.
Add-ons can allow the ability to have a feedback system, that can adjust the machine
without input from the operator to provide accurate product dimensions SiCam Systems
(2019).
This paper will investigate solutions that aim to be compact and able to work in high
ambient light environments. This is a feasible aim given the pace in technological progres-
sion of cameras, machine learning and lasers all components that could address this issue.
Being compact will enable the basic unit to be standalone and easy to fit any machine.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
An overview of the timber industry processes, types of machinery and quality control
methods used are provided in §2.1. Followed by an outline of relevant research on cam-
eras and image processing techniques used for scanning in §2.2 - 2.6. Current indus-
trial scanning products use lasers for triangulation, so §2.5 will investigate into possible
colours/frequencies and classifications suited for this application.
2.1 Timber Industry
Sawmills are used to cut logs into usable timber, generally they fall into two classification:
Softwood or Hardwood. However, there a few sawmills that cut both. Softwood mills
are typically high speed production plants compared to their hardwoods counterparts. A
Sawmill is broken down into many processing areas;
“Log Yard” where the log are delivered and sorted ready for processing,
“Green Mill” where logs are cut in to timber,
“Seasoning” removal of moisture,
“Dry Mill” machines, grades and sorted, and
“Treatment” where the timber is dosed with chemicals.
Each of these areas are also broken down in to machine centres and/or processes. Timber
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Figure 2.1: Statics of Logs Harvest (Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Eco-
nomics and Sciences 2019b, p. 4).
can be sold after any on the processing areas so quality check of dimension is important
throughout the process. As this paper is looking into the scanning of timber dimension
the focus will be on green and dry mills as the only locations where timber is machined.
Due to location restraints from COVID 19, I will be investigating the hardwood of New
South Wales (NSW). Figure 2.1 shows 2017-2018 log harvesting statistics of Australia,
including NSW where over 6 million cubic meters of harvest logs were processed, of which
almost 5 million cubic meters were softwoods. In 2013, 78% of softwood sawn in NSW
was dried with 51% for structural use, where 55% of hardwood in NSW was used green
(Timber NSW 2019).
The number of hardwood log harvested dropped from 3 million m3 (2006-07)(Australian
Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics and Sciences 2009) to 1.9 million m3
(Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics and Sciences 2019a). This
downward trend has caused the number of sawmills to decrease, with many smaller family
run business (cutting less then 3000m3 per year) being the majority of closures. Sawmill
numbers across Australia have dropped from 502 (2006-07) to 182 (2016-17)(Australian
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Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics and Sciences 2019a).
With resources low and on a downward trend it is important to reduce wasted material
from the log to maximise the “recovery” of the log. One way is to cut the timber closer
to the target size. Sawmills will cut oversized to allow for inaccuracy of their machines
and for shrinkage during drying. Monitoring to highlight machine inaccuracy can quickly
react, enabling sawmills to cut at finer tolerances to the final target. As sawmills sell
Timber “green” the size of product needs to be correct, making it more important.
2.1.1 Green Mill
Logs can enter with or without bark, where bark is most commonly removed in softwood
mills. What is called a breakdown machine is first used to provide a flat surface, the
location of the first cut is important as it determines how the rest of the log will be
processed. Generally, in Australian timbers are cut in a “back sawing” (Wood Solutions
- Sawn Timber 2020) method where the “round back” or sap region from the outside of
the log is fist removed (see Figure 2.2). Once the sap is removed the flitches (planks of
timber that still have wane on the edge, one of the cross-section dimension completed)
are cut from the log and move to the next processing area. As these flitches can be cut to
their finished size, being able to check dimensions would be an advantage to monitoring
the machine’s performance. Once all the flitches are removed the “heart” or pith of the
log is moved to a different processing area.
The following machine processing style varies as dependant of the cutting plans of the
site. But the aim is to produce a finished product as efficiently as possible. Machine
Centres used range from simple breast benches (Figure 2.3) – where everything is manual
to fully automated multi-axis machines using a combination of saws and chipper heads
(HewSaw 2020). The aim of this paper is to measure the cross-section dimensions of the
timber product to be within tolerance leaving this stage, resulting in length or defect
docking only processes remaining. Figure 2.4 is a McKeeco Engineering example of a
simple breast bench this type of machine that could utilise this system. Commonly called
a “one man bench” or a “Grey Bench” after Ron Grey who invented it in 1966 (Grey
Engineering 2019). The target sawn piece is closest to the operator, but as can be seen
still cut at some distance. An experienced operator will notice an issue much sooner
then a novice. But an output monitoring system would enable quicker training of new
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Figure 2.2: Common Cutting patterns in Australia (Forestry Corporation Education 2020).
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Figure 2.3: Breast Saw Bench (Processing - From Logs to Lumber 2020).
Figure 2.4: McKeeco Saw Bench (Jason Hickson, 2006).
operators. It is almost impossible to box in a area to darken enabling the use of currently
available systems, which do not operate under high lighting levels.
2.1.2 Dry Mill
Seasoned timber is usually shaped through a moulder/profiler to produce a smooth finish
product. Moulders are able to shape timber into simple square cross section for house
frames to a decorative skirting board, as can be seen in Figure 2.5. The moulders heads
are moved to change the size of product. Sample checks are performed to ensure consis-
tency. The ability to perform checks live would reduce the number of incorrect products
generated between checks. This would also reduce waste and improve log recovery as any
faults resulting in under tolerance need to be re-machined down to the next size where
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Figure 2.5: Breast Saw Bench (Planing and profiling with WEINIG 2020).
possible, otherwise the whole piece is disposed of.
2.2 Machine Vision
Despite animals and humans being able to complete analyses of an image effortlessly – for
example distinguishing backgrounds from foreground, shapes and colours– we have trouble
coding simple tasks that a two year old child can complete (Szeliski 2010). Machine Vision
can use one or multiple cameras for any given task. With multiple cameras, depth can be
calculated by triangulation, believed to be similar to how human eyes work. This is why
when you close one eye it becomes difficult to judge distances. Machine vision uses the
two fixed focal points to triangulate, but it first needs to locate a reference point in the
two images. There are many documents and articles on the use of stereo or multi-cameras,
including how to improve their accuracy.
Commercially available 3D scanners like the SICK (2019) IVC-3D or the LMI (2020) 2350
are examples where a visible red light laser is used with a camera. This will work for
application with no sunlight and low levels of artificial lighting. LMI use a visible red
laser wavelength of 660nm, though the camera sensor style used is not disclosed. While
to the human eye a red laser (650-700nm) does not appear to be as visible on timber
compared to a green laser (532-55nm), silicone has a higher sensitivity to red over green
(Wolf 2018). High sensitivity to red and infrared is compensated by using light filters over
pixels. One common sensor type is the Bayer pattern shown in Figure 2.6, which has two
green sensors, one red and blue in a 2 x 2 matrix that repeats. Bayer has a disadvantage
on detection of red and blue on vertical and horizontal colour boundaries.
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Figure 2.6: Bayer Sensor Pattern shown in the black box.
2.3 Camera Sensor
The two most common types of camera sensors are CCD (charged-coupled device) and
APS CMOS. CMOS has become the standard due to low cost and power consumption.
The Raspberry Pi Camera is a CMOS sensor. CCD are still commonly used in video
camera and also tend to be use for high-performance applications (Wolf 2018). The most
common colour filtration used is the Bayer pattern as shown in Figure 2.6
For a laser to be detectable by a camera sensor it need to be able detect the wavelength
in sunlight or high ambient light. As the use of infrared is considered as an option need
to ensure any filters are removed or removable. A setup with no filter enables the camera
to work under low visible light levels with the aid of a infrared light source, commonly
seen on Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) for security. As the silicone sensor is highly
sensitive to infrared spectrum up to 1200nm it is worth investigating with the use of a
narrow filter.
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Figure 2.7: SICK IVC-3D scanner (SICK 2019).
2.4 Optical Filters
Optical filter are commonly used in photography, they alter the image by selection of
wavelengths from passing through. A common filter on most camera is the infrared cut-
off filter which stops the non visible wavelengths from reaching the camera sensor. The
Raspberry Pi NoIR does not contain this filter which allows it to detect the 850nm laser.
Other filters will also be investigate in line with the lasers. If a narrow band pass filter is
used only that specified wavelength can pass through to the sensor. This will reduce the
chance of saturation due to wavelengths of no interest. To enhance lasers performance in
sunlight narrow band pass filters at the laser’s wavelength should be considered.
2.5 Lasers
Lasers are grouped according to the hazard, where these groupings are called classes and
are dependent on their power and the light wavelength emitted. As the risk of injury
increases so does the class.
Lasers used for vision 3D scanning in industry applications are using visible red (650-
700nm range) where Figure 2.7 is an example of a SICK (2019) IVC-3D unit. Laser
manufacturers Cemarline (2019) recommend the use of green lasers in above average
lighting and on dark glossy objects with examples of applications as in sawmills.
With some of the hardwood timber species being of a red or dark in colour, it can be hard
for the human eye to track the visible red line, so another reason to consider a different
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Figure 2.8: Red vs Green Lasers (Cop Tool 2019). Note the faint vertical red line to the left
of the vertical green
Figure 2.9: Luminosity V(λ) of the human eye response (Peris n.d., p. 383).
colour for high ambient light conditions. Figure 2.8 provides an example of red vs green
laser on timber the red vertical laser is only just visible.
The visible light is a narrow band of the electromagnetic wave spectrum roughly between
400nm (blue) to 700nm (red), anything outside this range is undetectable by the human
eye. The human eye is most sensitive at 555nm (Figure 2.9) which is in the green range.
The Atmosphere of Earth is a natural filter from the sun’s radiation, Figure 2.10 shows
how oxygen and water vapour provide a natural narrow band filter in the near infrared
range (Ortenberg 2002). This is an area that will need to be investigated as a possible
option. It is worth noting that 555nm is also the peak of light source from the sun, so
higher power would be required to overcome the ambient light source.
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Figure 2.10: Solar Radiation spectrum (Ortenberg 2002)
One application that is using lasers successfully in full sunlight is LiDAR (Light Detection
And Ranging), most well known on handheld speed detecting gun used by Police. They
work on a pulsing laser beam. This is an area that needs further investigation to frequency
and power levels used.
2.6 Software
Most commonly used coding languages for embedded systems processing machine vision
are Java and Python (Solem 2012). Both Python and Java are coding languages that are
compatible with multiple operating systems, enabling flexibility. This is handy as Single
Board Computer operating system are typically a Linux Kernel compared to most PC’s
(Personal Computer) that tend to use Microsoft Windows in industry. This is, either
language would enable the program to be migrated to a PC environment if required.
OpenCV (2019) is an open-source software library for vision and machine learning. Com-
plex algorithms are required to manipulate the data, like the Gaussian process regression
that could be used to enhance an image for finer detail (Szeliski 2010).
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2.7 Hardware
With the increasing variety of single board computers available, the need to know and
understand each specification is important for selection. The Raspberry Pi is known for
low cost and versatility. NVIDIA Jetson, while more expensive, is designed for machine
learning and vision applications. The Raspberry Pi 4B with 4MB of RAM is comparable in
processor and memory to the Jetson Nano, however the major difference is the Graphic
Processing Unit (GPU). Jetson Nano has two MIPI CSI opposed to the Raspberry Pi
single, this enables easier use of multiple cameras. The Raspberry Pi has much more
community support and considered to be much easier to configure and use. Hence making
it more likely to fulfil the papers second goal, ease of maintainability by general staff.
Chapter 3
Research Design and Methodology
3.1 Knowledge Gap
The aim is to provide a solution that will work in high ambient light, measuring the cross-
section dimension of timber as it leaves a given machine. During my research I discovered
LMI (2020) have a product range chroma+scan 2400 able to handle high ambient lighting.
While able to working in high lighting for scanning logs they do not have the accuracy
required for timber boards. LMI 3D would not disclose anything information regarding
the laser or sensor style used.
One potential solution was to consider time of flight laser sensor similar to LiDAR, that
can measure point dimensions. But this is unable to distinguish between a possible defect
or detecting gaps between products. Although better then a laser line camera scanners,
these also have limitations with lighting.
SiCam Systems (2019) have a product as shown in Figure 3.1 using LMI 3D 2350 scanners,
but they are large and require a darkened environment. As LMI do have a working product
range, it was decide to investigate this product to compare to the chroma+scan 2400. The
Laser Classes are the same at Class 3B which is less then 130mW and less then 707nm
wavelength. Both the 2400 and the 2300 product range all use a red visible light laser. For
a control to compare with commercial product from LMI 3D a Class 3B 650nm 100mW
laser will be used. Being among the highest available power level for Class 3B ensure LMI
would unlikely exceed this comparison.
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Figure 3.1: SiCam MPX-2 scanner (SiCam Systems 2019)
Research has also shown that green laser has potential due to camera sensor construction
with Bayer pattern (Peris n.d.) and the ability of the green laser to brighter than red on
timber for the same power rating as seen in 2.8 and recommend by Cemarline (2019). As
timber is of a brown colour indicates a higher abortion rate of green light compared to
red. This fact also provides easier filtering of the colour green off the timber not just light
intensity. To be comparable with the Red for intensive a Class 3B 525nm 80mW will be
used.
Near infrared laser will also be considered and tested as a plausible solution. Although
the laser is not visible and potentially dangerous to operators a much lower power output
of 30mW will be used. Water vapour in the earth’s atmosphere creates a notch filter
at the 850nm range(Ortenberg 2002). This paper will investigate the 850nm wavelength
with a narrow band pass filter on the camera that will work in direct sunlight. There are
greater safety concerns that need to be addressed due to limited reactions of a human eye
due the wavelength being outside of the visible light spectrum.
The aim is to provide an affordable and maintainable solution that can be used in the
industry, to enable better use of our current limited timber resource by reducing the
amount of waste. That has the same or better resolution as LMI 2350 but work in high
light both artificial and sunlight.
Power consumption is not critical to the design but needs to be considered and analysed.
Having a low powered laser would provide a safer environment for nearby operators. Safety
to nearby personnel also has to be considered in the final solution. If guarding is required
for safety it defeats the purpose of being able to work in high lighting environment and
the area could just be darkened.
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3.2 Design Overview
To investigate a solution for the problem of scanning timber within high ambient light we
first need to process in the following steps;
Design Citeria – to set out specification practical for the industry
Intial Testing – quickly test the different laser, camera and filter to check the concept
is feasible.
Camera Style – investigate and compare different style of camera and colour spaces.
The aim is to find a solution with minimum computation load and able to detect
the line.
Lasers – compare different wavelength as the literature review has indicated that a green
laser is more visible to the red to the Human eye and the infrared had natural atmo-
sphere notch filter. The aim is to determine what laser is best suited to detection.
Multi-cameras – look at the option of using multi-cameras to detect depth. Will a
multi-camera increase accuracy of the measurements or even remove the requirement
of a laser completely
Software – The develop and construction of a program to detect the laser line and to
measure the timber.
3.3 Design Criteria
Utilising Int-Elect Systems 28 years of industry experience and consultation with their
customers, I created a minimum specification requirement to be deemed as successful and
a preferred specification level. Accuracy and repeatability were the most important and
primary elements for consideration. While physical size and price needs to be considered
secondary. The threshold for lighting was not recommended on a value but rather situa-
tion. That is “Able to work ideally in direct sunlight but at a minimum handle the light
level found under a carport, or an open sided structure”.
Computational and camera requirements also need to be considered. Based on machine
processing speed, I set a minimum target of 120m/min. 1.2m is considered the shortest
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practical length for general timber mill processing due to material handling equipment
used. With a minimum of 5 measurements along a board, meaning 240mm spacing be-
tween measurement points required for a 1.2m. 240mm at 120m/min means minimum
requirement of 0.12 seconds between measurement points. Minimum requirement is there-
fore 8.4fps (frames per second) for the camera to achieve these speeds.
In summary, the minimum parameters to be satisfy industry requirements are:
Required accuracy of ±0.2mm
Repeatability of ±0.2mm
Price cost of components to be under $8000
Ambient Light minimum of 20000 lux to function in an Industrial shed with open sides
Speed minimum measurement at maximum of 240mm apart when processing at 120
m/min (≈8.4Hz or 8.4fps)
3.4 Initial Test Setup
As shown in Figure 3.2, the basic idea is to have different sizes of timber samples to be
tested at a stationary position. The aim is to collect data for optimising the camera setup.
This setup was used to test different lighting conditions and lens filters to quickly work
out which were feasible as a solution.
3.4.1 Hardware required
PCB Soldering Stand to be used as an elevated platform
Raspberry Pi 4B in modified case
Raspberry Pi Camera 2 NoIR mounted and modified to hold filter lenses
Red Laser (650 nm)
Green (525nm) laser mount to the left side of the stand pointed down to the table
Infrared (850nm) Laser placed to the side
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Figure 3.2: Test Setup 1 (Jason Hickson, 2020).
Red laser using same mount as Green
Lux Meter in place to measure light levels
Pieces of timber
Two test locations were used one as shown in Figure 3.2 just on the southern edge of a
carport in the shade then on the northern side in the sun. Images to be taken in each
position with and without the 525 and 850nm narrow pass optical filters.
To pass this stage the laser line must be visible in both positions on different timber
colours.
3.5 Generic Setup
The following setup was used for the testing in §3.6 – 3.8. With the use of a two laser
mount, have a camera mounted above a table, and the lasers relative mount position
reference to the camera shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4. Measurements and angle references
to the camera were record for data processing in case the laser line is detectable. Lines
drawn onto the table for reference after moving locations for different ambient lighting
to ensure alignment remains constant. §3.8 have different samples of timber to be tested
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Figure 3.3: Test Setup 2 (Jason Hickson, 2020).
at a stationary position. The aim of this experiment is to collect data for optimising the
camera and laser configuration.
3.5.1 Hardware required
PCB Soldering Stand to be used elevated platform
Raspberry Pi 4B in modified case.
Raspberry Pi Camera 2 NoIR mounted and modified to hold filter lenses
Red Laser (650 nm)
Green (525nm) laser mount to the left side of the stand pointed down to the table
Infrared (850nm) Laser mount to right side of then stand down to the table
Lux Meter in place to measure light levels
Pieces of timber
3.6 Compare Monochrome to Colour camera
With the setup shown in §3.5, images were taken in both colour and monochrome. As
there is no Monochrome setting directly for the raspberry camera V2 NoIR, OpenCV
was used to convert the colour to grey using the instruction cv2.cvtColor(img, cv2.
COLOR_BGR2GRAY) while not ideal this provides the data required to compare. The com-
parison here is to decide whether processing images need to be in colour. If monochrome
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Figure 3.4: Test Setup 2 looking down (Jason Hickson, 2020).
achieves similar results, it would enable faster computation due a third of the data com-
pared to RGB (red, green and glue) colour space. The HSL (hue, saturation and lightness)
and CIELAB (Lightness, a = green to magenta, and b = blue to yellow) colour spaces
will also be investigated for the computation to colour isolation for line detection.
3.7 Compare Laser Colours
I investigated the claims that green is better than red as the laser choice with higher
levels of ambient lighting. The Human eye is more sensitive to the colour green and
as a result camera sensors tend to have more green sensitive sensors then red and blue.
Camera sensors are made from silicone, which is highly sensitive to the red and near
infrared spectrum range. With the natural phenomenon of water vapour creating notch
filtering in the near infrared spectrum. This test will use a camera with three lasers red
(650nm), green (525nm) and near infrared (850nm). I will then compare and contrast
using histograms over different coloured timber and light conditions.
Lighting variations will consist of artificial and natural to see how the result are effected
by the different frequencies of light forms. Lasers power will need to be considered in the
analysis. Safety of surrounding personnel must be considered, and specifically ensure a
Class 3B is not exceeded.
3.7.1 Additional Hardware required
LED day-light
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LED cool-light
Fluorescent
3.8 Compare Multi to Single Camera
To simplify the experiment, the plan is to use two identical cameras. This will be setup
with the timber stationary in view underneath for comparison. The idea is the two
cameras will enable depth detection directly so the laser line is more used as a triggering
point and error detection to monitor accuracy. Due to the environment of a sawmill, where
there are small airborne particles, it is an unknown how long a multi-camera systems is
viable in a sawmill.
3.8.1 Hardware required
1 x Raspberry Pi Camera 2 NoIR Additional to total of 2 required.
1 x Nvidia Jetson Nano in place of the Raspberry Pi4
3.9 Safety and Ethical Risks
3.9.1 Lasers
Lasers are a serious safety risk and can cause permanent eye and/or tissue damage if
not handled correctly. Class 2B and 3B are for a laser with an output up to 500mW,
and according to AS\NZS 60825.1:2014 require safety interlocks for access of personnel
to ensure all devices are off. During testing I will not be using interlocks, but instead
ensuring power is off before stepping in front of Lasers. This work will be performed alone
with an exclusion zone of 10m radius to ensure safety for myself and others. The use of
Laser Safety Glasses to the wave length is also recommend in case of accidental reflection.
Check manufacture’s data sheet for the duty cycle of the laser being used. Ensure this
is adhered to ensure longevity and consistency of the device through testing. The use of
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heat sinks to increase the duty cycle is highly recommend. As these device will heat up
do not handle them directly after use, allow cooling time.
3.9.2 Electricity
All the components used require energy from an electrical supply. For these tests 240V
AC will be used from a GPO (general purpose output) with the use of Plug pack to
change the voltages to required levels of 5 and 12V. All lead were checked prior to use to
ensure insulation is not compromised. If any damage is visible the cable was replaced or
repaired immediately.
Check voltages prior to energising any devices to ensure they are correct. If incorrect, it
could cause device failure and possible injury.
3.9.3 Environmental
All waste from the project to be reused or recycled where possible. Int-Elect Systems will
retain major of the components to further research and develop of a plausible solution. If
result is considered to be unfeasible majority the of the components will used for another
projects and/or donated for education purposes.
3.9.4 Lights
Handling high wattage lights with care as they will become very hot in use. The use of
heat/welding gloves are needed when handling. Do not look directly into any of the lights
while in operation. Check that no flammable substances are near. A 1kg Dry Powered or




With the vast amount of programming languages available Python 3.8 was chosen for
testing due to the large amount of forum support and it is highly recommended for
beginners. Python is also cross platform, enabling code to be written under a Windows
PC and still able to run on Raspbian (Raspberry Pi Operation System) based on a LINUX
kernel. This will aid in development while travelling. The Development suite used is the
Community edition of “PyCharm” by Jet Brains, loaded onto both the Raspberry Pi and
Windows 10 PC.
3.10.2 OpenCV
For the requirement of machine vision algorithms, OpenCV library was widely discussed
in literature regarding image manipulation. OpenCV is also a open source library and




All components detailed in Table 3.1 for this project were funded by Int-Elect Systems.
Table 3.1: Cost breakdown
Component Qty Price Total
NVIDA Jetson Nano 1 $145 $145
Raspberry Pi 4b (8GB) 1 $130 $130
PiCamera HQ 1 $94 $94
PiCamera HQ 16mm Lens 1 $94 $94
Raspberry Pi 4b Case 1 $50 $50
Laser Green 525nm 80mW 1 $47 $47
Laser Mount 2 $45 $90
PiCamera Colour 2 NoIR 2 $39 $78
Laser Infrared 850nm 30mW 1 $35 $35
Laser Power Unit 2 $28 $56
Laser Red 650nm 100mW 1 $27 $27
NOOBS Micro SD 1 $19 $19
Raspberry Pi 4 Power Supply 1 $17 $17
PiCamera Mounts 2 $8 $16
Mirco-HDMI to Standard HDMI 2 $8 $16
Optical Filters (525, 650 and 850nm) 3 $6 $18
Timber $0 $0
LED Daylight 1 $0 $0
LED Coollight 1 $0 $0
Florescent 1 $0 $0
Total $932
Test Equipment required a Lux meter, Stop watch, Power Supplies, Laptop and Software
for development. These are all currently available at Int-Elect Systems.
Chapter 4
Difficulties
The Global Pandemic has caused a disturbance to many people and probably will for
years to come. As a result, here is a list of difficulties I faced through this dissertation
due to COVID-19.
4.1 Hardware
Hardware requirements were determined early January, but were not ordered until the
end of February, just prior to the COVID-19 wave impacting Australia. Pre COVID-19 an
order would have been expect to be delivered within 2 weeks. Most to the components were
sourced from overseas suppliers, mainly in China, and COVID-19 caused a disturbance
in supply chains. Even if ordered earlier, there was a high chance of delays due to the
outbreak in China since the lasers were purchased from Wuhan.
On testing of lasers on arrival, the red laser (650nm) became defective. General advice
is to check the power pack and colour code them to reduce chances of a mix-up as small
lasers supply voltages can vary from 3 to 12V, and all had the same plug. It would be
best to have a power supply per laser, and to tape the plugs together so the wrong supply
could not be connected.
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4.1.1 Delivery
Freight has been greatly affected both nationally and internationally due to limited flights
and border closures. This caused what used to be 1-2 week lead times to become 1-2
months, which delayed project timelines and the ability to source replacement components
when issues arose such as immediate failure or dead on arrival.
4.1.2 Testing
The lasers were the last components to arrive and the most critical to the development
of this project. As a result I started experimented by using a lower powered green laser
borrowed from Int-Elect Systems; it was 15mW and 532nm wavelength. With a couple
of photos taken on my mobile, I was able to start coding in Python to locate the line.
I was unable to test this code with the final experimental data due the best possible
solution in full sun was not being a colour based detection as expected initially, but
intensity. The preliminary testing of this code is included in Appendix C of this paper.
Unfortunately LUX measurements were forgotten to be taken at the time these photos
were taken to determine if original light level requirements were met.
4.2 COVID-19
This virus has brought the global economy to its knees. Countries have been forced
to impose lock-down polices to reduce the spread through local transmission. Here in
Australia, from March it was recommend to stay home if you can, with the forced closures
of non-essential business. Schools closed and adopted an online platform, except for
essential worker children. With the sudden shock on living standards and the world
around us, all have been on edge with higher then usual levels of stress and anxiety.
4.2.1 Travel
The original plan was to monitor and compare to a known SiCam Systems (2019) working
unit. With the closure of state boarders and travel restrictions, this was no longer possible.
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Figure 4.1: SiCam Installation Behind Twin Bandsaws (Jason Hickson, 2020).
Due to COVID-19 most businesses have stopped visitors allowing essential employees and
contractors only. As it turned out, due to multiple impacts, a testing prototype has not
yet been developed, for comparison.
4.2.2 Testing
Even with a lack of prototype, the site testing could have been a comparison of lasers in
situ with the light guarding removed. With a mount side by side it would have been and
highly useful great to test and compare. Figure 4.1 shows the SiCam installation at the
site where testing was planned.
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Another issue due to COVID-19 was home schooling, which caused delays as I was not
prepared to use any lasers with children around, in-line with the safety considerations
identifed in §3.9.1. Once schooling reopened I was able to test during the day while the
children were at school.
4.2.3 Work/Personal
Due to COVID-19 both work and personal life became stressful with major concerns of
my financial position and if able to maintain employment. March saw both myself and
my partner both applying for “New Start”. Thankfully the Government released “Job
Keeper” which was able to relieve some of the stress. During the period of late March to
early May I struggled to maintain focus on University studies, which created a massive




Due to delivery delays, the code for the line detection was started with photos taken from
a mobile phone. At this stage of the project it was expected that a high powered green
525nm laser would be able to produce the results required in full sunlight. The laser used
for these test photos was 532nm 15mW. While this code is relatively simple I was a novice
to Python and OpenCV and required more time then expected to grasp the coding syntax.
Final code is available in Appendix C, and is a combination of many online tutorials and
testing combined. The included library utlis.py which was developed from the tutorials
found on the OpenCV (OpenCV Documenation and Tutorials 2020) and Python sites,
but has been added to and modified to suit this application.
While I was unable to develop software to calculate a measurement, I was able to isolate
the laser line from the image. Figure 5.1 shows the result of this program; the ability
to locate the lines. This code was also tested against other photos with varying light
conditions. Two colour spaces were experimented with for colour isolation; HSL (hue
satuartion and lightness) and HSV (hue saturation and value). While these two are very
similar the HSL seem to provide more consistent data points with across a variety of
photos. The advantage these two colour space have over RGB (red, green and blue) is
the V or L are arbitrary to colour detection.
The final results were varied, it had quickly become apparent the contrast of laser line
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was important. If the line become faint the software had difficulties with isolation. This
was because of a colour shifted from majority being green to white. White needs to be
removed due to reflections which left massive holes in the data points. Large Contrast of
colour makes isolation more reliable to consistent, now understand why current products
rely on dark environments. Colour isolation was successfully in high ambient lighting
but requires high colour contrast. As ambient lighting increase, so does the laser output
power.
Figure 5.1: Line detection (Jason Hickson, 2020).
5.2 Initial Test Setup
The Initial Setup was to test concepts. Unfortunately, due to the failure of the red 650nm
laser I was very limited in the ability to compare my solutions to those commercially avail-
able. The first test was a visual comparison of images with lasers to narrow down possible
solutions. After the line detection code I had become very aware of the intensity/contrast
required. The first tests in the shade, where Figures 5.2 to 5.4 clearly show a definite
high contrast line. However, in full sun, as expected, the results were very different.
Figure 5.5 is the result with no optical filter, where neither of the laser lines were visible
on the piece of timber is in full sunlight at the intensity of 35000 lux. When the optical
filters were used the results did improve, but not to an acceptable level. At this point the
concept of a laser scanner in full sun was shown by these experiments not to be feasible.
As line detection code has demonstrated the intensity level required from the laser line
to achieve reliable data points.
While the intensity of the 850nm laser line with the 850 filter was not acceptable it was
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Figure 5.2: RGB Colour Shade 1510 LUX 525 and 850nm lasers active Camera has no filter
with Dark Coloured Timber (Jason Hickson, 2020).
Figure 5.3: RGB Colour Shade 1487 LUX 525 and 850nm lasers active Camera 525 Filter
applied with Dark Coloured Timber (Jason Hickson, 2020).
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visible, see (Figure 5.7). As the laser was not focused correctly, this format warrants
further investigation in full sunlight. Table 5.1 shows the overall results. The 525nm laser
will continue to be used as a comparison in the shade. The 525 optical filter will not be
used as there was no benefit.
Table 5.1: Intial Test Summary















5.3 Monochrome vs Colour camera
This test is to see if a colour camera is warranted for this application. While coloured
cameras are more accessible the colour spaces have three times the data to process than of
a grey or monochrome image. As an optical filter is fitted to the camera for full sunlight
applications, a colour camera is not required. In fact the colour image is converted to a
grey scale for processing anyway. The line detection of the 850nm laser line with filter in
the RGB colour space would be difficult due to a mostly red image.
Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show the even spread of colour over the image array. While the line
is very visible, isolating it from the background could be difficult. The use of a telescope
lens on the camera would aid in reducing the surrounding background, and enable higher
accuracy. The Raspberry Pi HQ camera comes with Infrared filter so is unable to detect
the 850nm line.
The gray scale images in Figures 5.10 and 5.11 clearly still have the line visible and much
more even spread across the histogram. Results indicate a monochrome camera is the
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Figure 5.4: RGB Colour Shade 1502 LUX 525 and 850nm lasers active Camera 850 Filter
applied with Dark Coloured Timber (Jason Hickson, 2020).
Figure 5.5: RGB Colour Sun 35700 LUX 525 and 850nm lasers active Camera no Filter
applied with Dark Coloured Timber (Jason Hickson, 2020).
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Figure 5.6: RGB Colour Sun 33930 LUX 525 and 850nm lasers active Camera 525 applied
with Dark Coloured Timber (Jason Hickson, 2020).
Figure 5.7: RGB Colour Sun 35400 LUX 525 and 850nm lasers active Camera 850 applied
with Dark Coloured Timber (Jason Hickson, 2020).
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most suitable for this application and would aid in reduction of data computations.
Figure 5.8: RGB Colour Full Sun +40000 LUX 850nm Filter fitted to Camera with 850nm
Laser on Dark Coloured Timber (Jason Hickson, 2020).
Table 5.2: Monochrome vs Colour Summary
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Figure 5.9: RGB Colour Full Sun +40000 LUX 850nm Filter fitted to Camera with 850nm
Laser on light coloured Timber(Jason Hickson, 2020).
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Figure 5.10: Monochrome Full Sun +40000 LUX 850nm Filter to Camera with 850nm Laser
on Dark Coloured Timber (Jason Hickson, 2020).
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Figure 5.11: Monochrome Colour Full Sun +40000 LUX 850nm Filter fitted to Camera with
850nm Laser on light coloured Timber(Jason Hickson, 2020).
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5.4 Compare Lasers Colours
This test is to focus on the application of working under high powered artificial lighting
as seen in Figure 2.4. Note this setup still has some influence from the sun but is in the
shade. Figure 5.12 is the baseline with no added lighting influences. The light intensity
is lower then hoped, as this test was conducted in August in the Southern Hemisphere.
That is, nearing the end of winter, the angle of the sun is low and less intense compared to
summer. Variation in Latitude could also see different results. This will also be a visual
comparison test for laser line intensity while under different sources of lighting.
Table 5.3 shows an interesting result where the 525nm laser was still able to be seen
under some very intense lighting levels, where the 850nm was disappeared. While the
LED torch LUX level were excessive and beyond any expected to been seen in situ it was
able to provide and threshold that can not be exceeded. All of these results were without
the use of optical filters. The idea being to see if the lasers colour was an advantage for
the purpose of colour isolation detection only method.
Worth noting while this may seem as completely unfair comparison due to the different
power rating, which were chosen for safety reason detailed in §2.5. They are equal to the
maximum output relative to their wavelength used for this application which results in a
fair comparisons.
Figure 5.12: RGB colour In the shade 1500 LUX both green (525nm) and IR (850nm) Laser
on dark coloured Timber, No Artificial Lighting Added (Jason Hickson, 2020).
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Figure 5.13: LED Torch 20000 LUX (Jason Hickson, 2020).
Figure 5.14: LED down light Cool Light 3400 LUX (Jason Hickson, 2020).
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Table 5.3: Laser Colour Summary
Additional Light Source LUX Level 525nm Laser Visible) 850nm Laser Visible
None 1500 Yes Yes
LED Torch 20000 Yes No
LED Cool Light 3400 Yes Faint
Fluorescent single tube 1500 Yes Yes
Figure 5.15: Fluorescent lamp tube No Addition Light detected (Jason Hickson, 2020).
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5.5 Compare Multi to Single Camera
This comparison was not completed due to difficulties setting up the Nvidia Jetson Nano
to install OpenCV. That is as this option was deemed a high risk of becoming problematic
in situ due to large amount of air borne particles, I decided to focus my time on the other
solutions. This option with the use of infrared laser/s could be viable in other applications
where dust levels are considerably lower.
5.6 Software
To achieve the measurements, the line needs to be isolated from the rest of the image.
Three test images with all of the same piece of timber but in at different positions.
Variation in lighting was obtained through rotation of direction to emulate the sun’s
arcing path throughout the day. This will demonstrate the ability to provide consistent
results throughout a day of general operation. The aim to determinate using software if
colour or monochrome was easier and more reliable for isolating the laser line.
5.6.1 Colour Space
The chosen colour spaces for comparison are HSL and CEILab, after the line detection
program I discovered a note in Szeliski (2010) that recommend the use CEILab over RGB
for line detection. From the data gathered from the sample photos the CEILab does have
more constant values for the “a” and “b” but “L” which appears to be the main point
of segregation varies too much to be usable. Both of these spaces have a channel for
light but the the HSL seem to be more constant. This is most likely due to the design of
CEILab to be represent the light in a more linear response of the human eye opposite to
more standard which is logarithmic (Szeliski 2010).
ColourPickerHLS.py was the code used for the this experiment, it can be found in
Appendix C. A selected image was loaded into two windows, for CIELab and HSL. Using
slide bars the “mask” thresholds were changed, the result was shown next to the original.
The aim was to remove as much of the image as possible but must maintain integrity
of the data points from the laser line. Before commencing modification the code from
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LineDetect.py there needs to be a method to isolate the laser line. These thresholds
need to be consistent throughout these three images to be plausible.
Figures 5.16 to 5.18 are the results of the CEILab colour space, Figure 5.19 summaries
these results. It is clear from the summary that the “a” and “b” channels are the same
and consistent. I fact these had very little influence on the end result. However, the “L”
had little leeway and with the results being too dissimilar not a usable solution.
The HSL can be found in Figures 5.20 to 5.22 with a summary in 5.23 of the results
achieved. Unfortunately this method of isolation of the laser line does not achieve re-
peatable results and therefore is not viable. The results from the HSL were much more
consistent then CEILab and as a result best of the two.
The image “Test Sample 3” with the shadow, was causing a problem due to a much larger
contrast of lighting throughout the image compared to Sample 1 and 2. As a result this
changed the thresholds required, and not able to maintain similar values for the three
images. The shadow also made it much hard to maintain the laser line integrity.
Figure 5.16: Test Sample 1 Line detection Lab Colour Space (Jason Hickson, 2020).
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Figure 5.17: Test Sample 2 Line detection Lab Colour Space(Jason Hickson, 2020).
Figure 5.18: Test Sample 3 Line detection Lab Colour Space (Jason Hickson, 2020).
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Figure 5.19: Channel thresholds for comparison (Jason Hickson, 2020).
Figure 5.20: Test Sample 1 Line detection HSL Colour Space (Jason Hickson, 2020).
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Figure 5.21: Test Sample 2 Line detection HSL Colour Space (Jason Hickson, 2020).
Figure 5.22: Test Sample 3 Line detection HSL Colour Space (Jason Hickson, 2020).
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Figure 5.23: Channel thresholds for comparison (Jason Hickson, 2020).
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5.6.2 Gray Scale
Like the colour space results, gray scale thresholds were similar but not consistent. The
code use was GryLevelPicker.py available in Appendix C. The method here was the
same as completed with the colour space but with one channel only. No one threshold
that could be used to achieved isolation of the laser line on all three images. Figures 5.24
to 5.26 show the results achieved and Figure 5.27 is a summary of the determined values.
Gray scale was much worst for keeping the laser line integrity in Figure 5.26 compared to
HSL and CEILab. For this reason the gray scale is not acceptable for line isolation best
result was obtain in the HSL colour space.
Figure 5.24: Test Sample 1 Line detection Gray Scle (Jason Hickson, 2020).
Figure 5.25: Test Sample 2 Line detection Gray Scale (Jason Hickson, 2020).
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Figure 5.26: Test Sample 3 Line detection Gray Scale (Jason Hickson, 2020).
Figure 5.27: Channel thresholds for comparison (Jason Hickson, 2020).
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5.7 Outcomes
From the data collected throughout this project there have been limited signs of promising
results. As it has been discussed, while the lines are very visible to the human eye in
the images provided, I was unable to achieve a software driven solution for laser line
detection in full sun. While I was able to detect the green laser in high ambient lighting
it was not to the level set out in the specifications required to be considered as viable.
This could be due to my limited software knowledge for both Python and OpenCV. With
more experience a better process or algorithm could be developed.
While the end result has not been a complete success, this project has shown that a
850nm laser line can be detected in full sunlight with the use of a camera. This alone
has given the project a small positive result. I hope with further investigation into the
software development, a solution can be developed.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and Further Work
6.1 Conclusions
This paper’s purpose was to find a solution for scanning timber dimensions within high
ambient lighting. While I was unsuccessful in developing a solution to the levels consid-
ered acceptable, there were signs of promise with the 850nm laser. Due to this further
investigation into the 780nm, I found it is a viable option as close to the visible spectrum.
There is also the consideration of the 532nm green laser, which I have also discovered can
produce dual wavelengths of 532nm and 1064nm this would enable good visual indication
in lower lighting levels and the added infrared in higher level.
As I was unable to experiment with the 650nm red laser, it is not feasible to discuss a
comparison with the green 525nm. The results show that the green 525nm was unable to
be detected in full sunlight, however it remains clearly visible with high contrast to the
timber under high artificial lights.
Before further development a larger sample size would be recommend to ensure these
results are repeatable and constant across all species of timber. Due to bush fires events
in the past year, it would also be worth testing burnt timber. Softwoods can develop
what is commonly refereed to as “blue stain” that also cause issues with visual sensors.
In reflection of this paper I have considered if the title to this dissertation is correct with
most of the work completed been with regards to lasers and not much actually scanning
the timber. While the laser is an important piece to this process, I believe a better title
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would have been “Investigating improvements to laser scanning in the timber industry”.
As this is really my goal; I was not looking to improve reliability based on the difficulties
that stray lighting can cause existing systems.
6.2 Further Work
My initial investigations presented in the paper exposed many different opportunities that
require further work as there are so many different layers to be considered. The first and
most import further work is to detect the laser line, or determine a completely different
method since as it currently stands it is not viable. I have placed the following in order
by the priority that I believe need to be reconsidered
6.2.1 Laser
Investigation into different laser wavelengths, including the 780nm and a dual wavelength
532 and 1064nm. As silicone is sensitive to 1200nm this could provide the best of both
the green and infrared range.
6.2.2 Software
Improve line detection with possible use of background suppression and filter techniques.
This area was not considered on this paper to date and would be a complete redesign.
6.2.3 Camera
Investigate the use of different camera sensors; this paper focused on the Bayer style but
there are many more available that could be considered.
6.2.4 Graphical User Interface
Development of a user interface to enable the operator to setup and configure settings.
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6.2.5 Device Interfacing
The design and implication of device to device communication as the industry uses many
PLC (programmable logic controllers) it would be recommend to consider an OPC as a
form of communication as it is universal to all manufacturer of PLC’s
6.3 Summary
The primary goal of the paper was to explore options of machine vision for the applica-
tion of scanning timber in high lighting, which included laser-camera and multi-camera
configurations. There are several potential future avenues that could be explored, with
the 850nm laser being identified as having potential to fulfil set out design criteria.
The secondary goal of this paper was to use easily obtainable and maintainable compo-
nents with in a budget. The cost of components used to date was well below the budget
set.
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Data sheets for the LMI (2020) scanners these are available from website. Included are
the two product discussed the Gocator 2300 and Chroma+can 2400.
  2300 SERIES
ALL-IN-ONE 3D SMART PROFILE SENSORS
The Gocator 2300 series of 3D smart sensors 
are designed for the demanding industrial 
conditions of the factory floor. Gocator’s simple 
and flexible design enables factories to reduce 
costs and maximize profitability by improving 
efficiencies in product validation. The Gocator 
2300 series comes in various models but can 
also be customized to suit specific factory 
automation requirements. 
MEGAPIXEL RESOLUTION
Gocator 2300 sensors measure micron level features 
leveraging megapixel resolution while maintaining large 
fields of view. Gocator can now screen parts for very small 
defects, raising the bar for quality inspection.
STANDALONE & SCALABLE
Single sensors require no additional controllers, amplifiers 
or PCs. Gocator systems can effortlessly scale to multiple 
sensors using LMI Master hubs. Masters take care of power 
distribution, laser safety interlock, encoder and digital input 
handling, and microsecond synchronization.
COMPACT & LIGHT WEIGHT
Gocator’s small footprint and less than 1.5 kg weight make 
it ideal for fitting into tight spaces and mounting onto 
robotic arms.
• PRE-CALIBRATED TO SCAN MICRON-LEVEL DETAILS 
• HIGH SPEED & LOW LATENCY 
• SETUP & CONTROL VIA WEB BROWSER 
• BUILT-IN TOOLS, NO PROGRAMMING 
• OPEN SOURCE SDK
Gocator 2320 Gocator 2340 Gocator 2330
Gocator’s browser-based graphical user interface
EASY TO USE
Gocator’s built-in GUI allows for flexible configuration of 
profiling settings and measurement tools using any web 
browser, computer or operating system. With no additional 
software to install, Gocator’s out of the  box setup and 
configuration is fast and easy.
GOCATOR 2300 SERIES MODELS 2320 2330 2340 2350 2370 2375 2380
Data Points / Profile 1280 1280 1280 1280 1280 1280 1280
Linearity Z (+/- % of MR) 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.03 0.04
Resolution Z (mm) 0.0018 - 0.0030 0.006 - 0.014 0.013 - 0.037 0.019 - 0.060 0.055 - 0.200 0.175 - 0.925 0.092 - 0.488
Resolution X (mm) 
(Profile Data Interval) 0.014 - 0.021 0.044 - 0.075 0.095 - 0.170 0.150 - 0.300 0.275 - 0.550 0.255 - 0.790 0.375 - 1.100
Repeatability Z (µm) 0.4 0.8 1.2 2 8 12 12
Clearance  Distance (CD) (mm) 40 90 190 300 400 650 350
Measurement  Range (MR) (mm) 25 80 210 400 500 1350 800
Field of View (FOV) (mm) 18 - 26 47 - 85 96 - 194 158 - 365 308 - 687 324 - 1010 390 - 1260
Laser Classes 2, 3R 2, 3R, 3B 2, 3R, 3B 2, 3R, 3B 2, 3R 2, 3R 2, 3R













Weight (kg) 0.8 0.74 0.94 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3
Optical models, laser classes, and packages can be customized. Contact LMI for more details.
Specifications stated are based on standard laser classes. Linearity Z, Resolution Z, and Repeatability Z may vary for other laser classes.
Refer to specifications in the Gocator Line Profile Sensor user manual for more details.
ALL 2300 SERIES MODELS
Scan Rate Approximately 170 Hz to 5000 Hz
Interface Gigabit Ethernet
Inputs Differential Encoder, Laser Safety Enable, Trigger
Outputs 2x Digital output, RS-485 Serial (115 kBaud), 1x Analog Output (4 - 20 mA)
Input Voltage (Power) +24 to +48 VDC (13 Watts); Ripple +/- 10%
Housing Gasketed aluminum enclosure, IP67
Operating Temperature 0 to 50°C
Storage Temperature -30 to 70°C
Vibration Resistance 10 to 55 Hz, 1.5 mm double amplitude in X, Y, and Z directions, 2 hours per direction
Shock Resistance 15 g, half sine wave, 11 ms, positive and negative for X, Y, and Z directions
Scanning Software
Browser-based GUI and open source SDK for configuration and real-time 3D visualization. Open source SDK, native driv-
ers, and industrial protocols for integration with user applications, third-party image processing 
applications, and PLCs.
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AVOID EXPOSURE TO THE BEAM
CLASS 3B LASER PRODUCT
PEAK POWER:
EMITTED WAVELENGTH:
This product is designated for use solely as a 
component and as such it does not fully comply 
with the standards relating to laser products 





3D SNAPSHOT LOG SCANNER
HIGH  SPEED SCANNING 
With 6” (152mm) laser line spacing and from 90Hz to 
120 Hz scan rates, chroma+scan 2400 series offers high 
speed, high density scanning in both stationary and 
moving inspection systems. 
SUPERIOR DARK LOG PERFORMANCE
chroma+scan is optimized to scan some of the most 
challenging log surfaces possible –– from very light to 
extremely dark material (i.e. black shiny logs).  
AMBIENT LIGHT IMMUNITY 
Designed to withstand high levels of ambient light, 
the chroma+scan 2400 series of sensors run at peak 
performance levels even in the challenging lighting 
conditions typical of sawmills. 
 
SCALABLE PLATFORM 
LMI has made networking  easy and reliable to integrate 
multiple sensors into a single 3D scanning system. A 
network of synchronized chroma+scan sensors is simple 
to set up, and delivers real-time data via Gigabit Ethernet.
Built for precision scanning, 
chroma+scan 2400 series sensors provide 
highly accurate, reliable, high-density 
data for both log and board optimization 
applications in sawmills. 
• HIGH DENSITY SNAPSHOT SCANNING
• IMPRESSIVE DARK LOG PERFORMANCE
• HIGH AMBIENT LIGHT IMMUNITY  
The chroma+scan 2400 series is designed for log 
(headrig carriage, sharp chain, and end-dogging 
applications) and board (lineal edger optimization 
applications). This powerful family of sensors 
delivers fast scan rates, superior dynamic range and 
high ambient immunity for maximum volume-based 
wood recovery.
High density 3D lineal log scanning using 4 chroma+scan  








LMI (Shanghai) Trading Co., Ltd.
Shanghai, China
LMI Technologies has offices worldwide. All contact information is listed at lmi3D.com/contact/
DATASHEET_Chromascan_2400_1.0
Model 2430 2440 2460
Laser Lines 4 4 8
Resolution (Z) 0.03” (0.75 mm) 0.04” (1 mm) 0.03” (0.75 mm)
Resolution (X) 0.06” (1.5 mm) 0.08” (2 mm) 0.13” (3.3 mm)
Clearance Distance (CD) 66” (1676.4) 90” (2286 mm) 90” (2286 mm)
Range (MR) 24” (610 mm) 30” (762 mm) 30” (762 mm)
Field of View (FOV) Near: 17” (431.8 mm) Far: 23” (587 mm)
Near: 23” (581 mm) 
Far: 30” (771.6 mm)
Near: 23” (581 mm) 
Far: 30” (771.6 mm)
Scan Rate 90 Hz 120 Hz 120 Hz
All Models
Operating Temperature 32 to 120° F (0 to 50° C) Non -Condensing
Input Voltage (Power) +48 VDC (24 Watts)
Housing Gasketed Aluminum Enclosure, IP67
Laser Spacing 6” (152 mm)




AVOID EXPOSURE TO THE BEAM
CLASS 3B LASER PRODUCT
PEAK POWER:
EMITTED WAVELENGTH:
This product is designated for use solely as a 
component and as such it does not fully comply 
with the standards relating to laser products 









chroma+scan 2430 / 2440
Appendix C
Source Code
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C.1 The LineDetect.py Python 3.8 with OpenCV
The function LineDetect.py
import cv2
import numpy as np
import time
import utlis
from picamera.array import PiRGBArray
from picamera import PiCamera
#####################################################
# initialize the camera and grab a reference to the raw camera capture
camerax = 1920
cameray = 1088
camera = PiCamera ()
camera.resolution = (camerax , cameray)
camera.framerate = 30
rawCapture = PiRGBArray(camera , size=(camerax , cameray))
# allow the camera to warmup
time.sleep(0.1)
# capture frames from the camera
#for frame in camera.capture_continuous(rawCapture , format ="bgr",
use_video_port=True):
# grab the raw NumPy array representing the image , then initialize the
timestamp
# and occupied/unoccupied text




cap.set(10 , 160) # Brightness
cap.set(3, camerax) # Width
cap.set(4, cameray) # Height
scale = 3
wP = 210 * scale
hP = 297 * scale
# Threshold of blue in HSV space
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lower_green = np.array([30, 40, 95])
upper_green = np.array([83, 255 , 255])
lowerGreenHLS = np.array([25 , 0, 46])
upperGreenHLS = np.array([91 , 235 , 255])
lower_IR = np.array([30, 40, 95])
upper_IR = np.array([83, 255 , 255])
lowerIRHLS = np.array([25 , 0, 46])
upperIRHLS = np.array([91 , 235 , 255])
while True:
if webcam:
success , img = cap.read()
else:
img = cv2.imread(path)
imgHSV = cv2.cvtColor(img , cv2.COLOR_BGR2HSV)
imgHSL = cv2.cvtColor(img , cv2.COLOR_BGR2HLS)
maskGreen = cv2.inRange(imgHSV , lower_green , upper_green)
maskHSL = cv2.inRange(imgHSL , lowerGreenHLS , upperGreenHLS)
mask = cv2.bitwise_or(maskHSL , maskGreen)
imgGreen = cv2.bitwise_and(img , img , mask=maskGreen)
imgGreenHSL = cv2.bitwise_and(img , img , mask=maskHSL)
imgMask = cv2.bitwise_and(img , img , mask=mask)
imgGray = cv2.cvtColor(imgMask , cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY)
imgBlur = cv2.GaussianBlur(mask , (3, 3), 0)
imgCanny = cv2.Canny(imgBlur , 50, 150)
kernel = cv2.getStructuringElement(cv2.MORPH_CROSS , (3, 3))
imgDial = cv2.dilate(imgCanny , kernel , iterations=5)
edges = cv2.erode(imgDial , kernel , iterations=4)
rho = 1 # distance resolution in pixels of the Hough grid
theta = np.pi / 180 # angular resolution in radians of the Hough grid
threshold = 15 # minimum number of votes (intersections in Hough grid
cell)
min_line_length = 50 # minimum number of pixels making up a line
max_line_gap = 20 # maximum gap in pixels between connectable line
segments
line_image = np.copy(img) * 0 # creating a blank to draw lines on
# Run Hough on edge detected image
# Output "lines" is an array containing endpoints of detected line
segments
lines = cv2.HoughLinesP(edges , rho , theta , threshold , np.array([]),
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min_line_length , max_line_gap)
for line in lines:
for x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 in line:
cv2.line(img , (x1 , y1), (x2 , y2), (255 , 0, 0), 1)
#imgContours , conts = utlis.getContours(imgGreen , draw=True , showCanny
=True)
# if len(conts) != 0:
# biggest = conts[0][2]
# # print(biggest)
# imgWarp = utlis.warpImg(img , biggest , wP , hP)
#
# imgContours2 , conts2 = utlis.getContours(imgWarp , minArea=2000 ,
cnrFilter=4, cThr=[50 , 50])
# if len(conts2) != 0:
# for obj in conts2:
# cv2.polylines(imgContours2 , [obj[2]], True , (0, 255 , 0),
2)
# nPoints = utlis.reorder(obj[2])
# nW = round(utlis.findDis(nPoints[0][0] // scale , nPoints
[1][0] // scale), 1)
# nH = round(utlis.findDis(nPoints[0][0] // scale , nPoints
[2][0] // scale), 1)
# cv2.arrowedLine(imgContours2 , (nPoints[0][0][0], nPoints
[0][0][1]),
# (nPoints[1][0][0], nPoints[1][0][1]), (
255 , 0, 255), 3, 8, 0, 0.05)
# cv2.arrowedLine(imgContours2 , (nPoints[0][0][0], nPoints
[0][0][1]),
# (nPoints[2][0][0], nPoints[2][0][1]), (
255 , 0, 255), 3, 8, 0, 0.05)
# x, y, w, h, = obj[3]
# cv2.putText(imgContours2 , ’{}mm ’.format(nW), (x + 30, y
- 10), cv2.
FONT_HERSHEY_COMPLEX_SMALL , 1,
# (255 , 0, 255), 2)
# cv2.putText(imgContours2 , ’{}mm ’.format(nH), (x - 70, y
+ h // 2), cv2.
FONT_HERSHEY_COMPLEX_SMALL , 1,
# (255 , 0, 255), 2)
#
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# cv2.imshow(’A4’, imgContours2)
img = cv2.resize(img , (0, 0), None , 0.4, 0.4)
cv2.imshow(’Original ’, img)
imgGreen = cv2.resize(imgGreen , (0, 0), None , 0.4, 0.4)
cv2.imshow(’HSV’, imgGreen)
imgGreenHSL = cv2.resize(imgGreenHSL , (0, 0), None , 0.4, 0.4)
cv2.imshow(’HSL’, imgGreenHSL)
imgDial = cv2.resize(imgDial , (0, 0), None , 0.4, 0.4)
cv2.imshow(’Mask’, imgDial)
if cv2.waitKey(1) & 0xFF == ord(’q’):
break
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C.2 The utlis.py Python 3.8 with OpenCV
The function utlis.py
import cv2
import numpy as np
def getContours(img , cThr=[200 , 200], showCanny=False , minArea=1000 ,
cnrFilter=0, draw=False):
imgGray = cv2.cvtColor(img , cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY)
imgBlur = cv2.GaussianBlur(imgGray , (5, 5), 1)
imgCanny = cv2.Canny(imgBlur , cThr[0], cThr[1])
kernel = np.ones((5, 5))
imgDial = cv2.dilate(imgCanny , kernel , iterations=3)
imgThre = cv2.erode(imgDial , kernel , iterations=2)
if showCanny:
cv2.imshow(’Canny’, imgCanny)
contours , hierarchy = cv2.findContours(imgThre , cv2.RETR_EXTERNAL , cv2
.CHAIN_APPROX_SIMPLE)
finalContours = []
for i in contours:
area = cv2.contourArea(i)
if area > minArea:
peri = cv2.arcLength(i, True)
approx = cv2.approxPolyDP(i, 0.10*peri , True)
bbox = cv2.boundingRect(approx)
if cnrFilter > 0:
if len(approx) == cnrFilter:
finalContours.append([len(approx), area , approx , bbox ,
i])
else:
finalContours.append([len(approx), area , approx , bbox , i])
finalContours = sorted(finalContours , key=lambda x: x[1], reverse=True
)
if draw:
for con in finalContours:
cv2.drawContours(img , con[4], -1, (0, 0, 255), 3)
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pts2 = np.float32([[0, 0], [w, 0], [0, h], [w, h]])
matrix = cv2.getPerspectiveTransform(pts1 , pts2)
imgWarp = cv2.warpPerspective(img , matrix , (w, h))
imgWarp = imgWarp[pad:imgWarp.shape[0]-pad , pad:imgWarp.shape[1]-pad]
return imgWarp
def findDis(pts1 , pts2):
return ((pts2[0] - pts1[0]) **2 + (pts2[1] - pts1[1]) **2) **0.5
def stackImage(scale , imgArray):
rows = len(imgArray)
cols = len(imgArray)




for x in range(0, rows):
for y in range(0, cols):
if imgArray[x][y].shape[:2] == imgArray[0][0].shape[:2]:
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imgArray[x][y] = cv2.resize(imgArray[x][y], (0, 0),
None , scale ,
scale)
else:




None , scale , scale)
if len(imgArray[x][y].shape) == 2:
imgArray[x][y] = cv2.cvtColor(imgArray[x][y], cv2.
COLOR_BAYER_GB2BGR
)
imageBlank = np.zeros((height , width , 3), np.uint8)
hor = [imageBlank]*rows
# hor_con = [imageBlank ]*rows




for x in range(0, rows):
if imgArray[x].shape[:2] == imgArray[0].shape[:2]:
imgArray[x] = cv2.resize(imgArray[x], (0, 0), None , scale ,
scale)
else:
imgArray[x] = cv2.resize(imgArray[x], (imgArray[0].shape[1
], imgArray[0].shape[
0]), None , scale ,
scale)
if len(imgArray[x].shape) == 2:
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C.3 The Histogram.py Python 3.8 with OpenCV
The function Histogram.py
import cv2
import numpy as np
from matplotlib import pyplot as plt
# path = ’20200821_092527.jpg’
# path = ’20200821_092641.jpg’





# cap = cv2.VideoCapture(0)
# cap.set(10 , 160) # Brightness
# cap.set(3, frameWidth) # Width
# cap.set(4, frameHeight) # Height
# success , img = cap.read()
img = cv2.imread(path)
# tuple to select colors of each channel line
colors = ("r", "g", "b")
channel_ids = (0, 1, 2)




mask = cv2.inRange(imgGry , lower , upper)
result = cv2.bitwise_and(img , img , mask=mask)
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for channel_id , c in zip(channel_ids , colors):
histogram3 , bin_edges3 = np.histogram(
img[:, :, channel_id], bins=256 , range=(0, 255)
)
plt.plot(bin_edges3[0:-1], histogram3 , color=c)
plt.xlabel("Color value")
plt.ylabel("Pixels")
fig1.savefig(’ColourHistogram.jpg’, bbox_inches=’tight ’, dpi=150)
histogram1 , bin_edges1 = np.histogram(imgGry , bins=256 , range=(0, 255))
#histogram2 , bin_edges2 = np.histogram(mask , bins=256 , range=(0, 255))





plt.xlim([0.0, 255.0]) # <- named arguments do not work here
plt.plot(bin_edges1[0:-1], histogram1 , color="grey", label="Grey") # <-
or here
fig2.savefig(’GreyHistogram.jpg’, bbox_inches=’tight ’, dpi=150)
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C.4 The ColourPickerHLS.py Python 3.8 with OpenCV
The function ColourPickerHLS.py
import cv2








cap.set(10 , 160) # Brightness
cap.set(3, frameWidth) # Width




cv2.resizeWindow("HSL", 640 , 240)
cv2.createTrackbar("HUE Min", "HSL", 132 , 180 , empty)
cv2.createTrackbar("SATURATION Min", "HSL", 192 , 255 , empty)
cv2.createTrackbar("LUMINOSITY Min", "HSL", 87 , 255 , empty)
cv2.createTrackbar("HUE Max", "HSL", 179 , 180 , empty)
cv2.createTrackbar("SATURATION Max", "HSL", 235 , 255 , empty)
cv2.createTrackbar("LUMINOSITY Max", "HSL", 255 , 255 , empty)
cv2.namedWindow("Lab")
cv2.resizeWindow("Lab", 640 , 240)
cv2.createTrackbar("L Min", "Lab", 187 , 255 , empty)
cv2.createTrackbar("a Min", "Lab", 176 , 255 , empty)
cv2.createTrackbar("b Min", "Lab", 86 , 255 , empty)
cv2.createTrackbar("L Max", "Lab", 198 , 255 , empty)
cv2.createTrackbar("a Max", "Lab", 193 , 255 , empty)
cv2.createTrackbar("b Max", "Lab", 105 , 255 , empty)
while True:
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success , img = cap.read()
img = cv2.imread(path)
imgHsv = cv2.cvtColor(img , cv2.COLOR_BGR2HLS)
imgLab = cv2.cvtColor(img , cv2.COLOR_BGR2Lab)
h_min = cv2.getTrackbarPos("HUE Min", "HSL")
h_max = cv2.getTrackbarPos("HUE Max", "HSL")
s_min = cv2.getTrackbarPos("SATURATION Min", "HSL")
s_max = cv2.getTrackbarPos("SATURATION Max", "HSL")
v_min = cv2.getTrackbarPos("LUMINOSITY Min", "HSL")
v_max = cv2.getTrackbarPos("LUMINOSITY Max", "HSL")
l_min = cv2.getTrackbarPos("L Min", "Lab")
l_max = cv2.getTrackbarPos("L Max", "Lab")
a_min = cv2.getTrackbarPos("a Min", "Lab")
a_max = cv2.getTrackbarPos("a Max", "Lab")
b_min = cv2.getTrackbarPos("b Min", "Lab")
b_max = cv2.getTrackbarPos("b Max", "Lab")
lower = np.array([h_min , s_min , v_min])
upper = np.array([h_max , s_max , v_max])
lower1 = np.array([l_min , a_min , b_min])
upper1 = np.array([l_max , a_max , b_max])
mask = cv2.inRange(imgHsv , lower , upper)
result = cv2.bitwise_and(img , img , mask=mask)
mask1 = cv2.inRange(imgLab , lower1 , upper1)
result1 = cv2.bitwise_and(img , img , mask=mask1)
mask = cv2.cvtColor(mask , cv2.COLOR_GRAY2BGR)
img = cv2.resize(img , (0, 0), None , 0.2, 0.2)
mask = cv2.resize(mask , (0, 0), None , 0.2, 0.2)
# result = cv2.resize(result , (0, 0), None , 0.2, 0.2)
hStack = np.hstack([img , mask])
cv2.imshow("Result HSL", hStack)
mask1 = cv2.cvtColor(mask1 , cv2.COLOR_GRAY2BGR)
mask1 = cv2.resize(mask1 , (0, 0), None , 0.2, 0.2)
# result1 = cv2.resize(result1 , (0, 0), None , 0.2, 0.2)
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hStack1 = np.hstack([img , mask1])
cv2.imshow("Result Lab", hStack1)
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C.5 The GryLevelPicker.py Python 3.8 with OpenCV
The function GryLevelPicker.py
import cv2
import numpy as np
from matplotlib import pyplot as plt
# path = ’20200821_092527.jpg’
# path = ’20200821_092641.jpg’
# path = ’20200821_092645.jpg’
path = ’Images/ERP20200923fullsun1235850filter.jpg’
# path = ’Images/ERP20200923fullsun1235850filtergardenfork.jpg’
frameWidth = 640
frameHeight = 480
# cap = cv2.VideoCapture(0)
# cap.set(10 , 160) # Brightness
# cap.set(3, frameWidth) # Width




cv2.resizeWindow("Levels", 640 , 240)
cv2.createTrackbar("VALUE Min", "Levels", 188 , 255 , empty)
cv2.createTrackbar("VALUE Max", "Levels", 255 , 255 , empty)
while True:
# success , img = cap.read()
img = cv2.imread(path)
# tuple to select colors of each channel line
colors = ("r", "g", "b")
channel_ids = (0, 1, 2)
imgGry = cv2.cvtColor(img , cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY)
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v_min = cv2.getTrackbarPos("VALUE Min", "Levels")
v_max = cv2.getTrackbarPos("VALUE Max", "Levels")
lower = v_min
upper = v_max
mask = cv2.inRange(imgGry , lower , upper)
result = cv2.bitwise_and(img , img , mask=mask)
# create the histogram plot , with three lines , one for
# each color
mask = cv2.cvtColor(mask , cv2.COLOR_GRAY2BGR)
imgGry = cv2.cvtColor(imgGry , cv2.COLOR_GRAY2BGR)
img = cv2.resize(img , (0, 0), None , 0.15 , 0.15)
imgGry = cv2.resize(imgGry , (0, 0), None , 0.15, 0.15)
result = cv2.resize(result , (0, 0), None , 0.15, 0.15)
hStack = np.hstack([img , imgGry , result])
cv2.imshow("ResultHSV", hStack)






D.1 Raspberry Pi Camera Sensors
IMX219 is the sensor used on the Pi Camera V2 (8M Pixel). IMX477 is the sensor used






Diagonal 4.60mm (Type 1/4.0) 8M Pixel CMOS Image Sensor with 
Square Pixel for Color Cameras 
Description  
IMX219 is a diagonal 4.60mm (Type 1/4.0) CMOS active pixel type image sensor with a square pixel array and 
8.08M effective pixels. This chip operates with three power supplies, analogue 2.8V, digital 1.2 V, and IF 1.8 V, and 
has low power consumption. High sensitivity, low dark current, and no smear are achieved through the adoption of R, 
G, and B primary color pigment mosaic filters. This chip features an electronic shutter with variable charge-storage 
time. 
In addition, this product is designed for use in cellular phone and tablet pc. When using this for another application, 
Sony does not guarantee the quality and reliability of product. Therefore, don't use this for applications other than 
cellular phone and tablet pc. Consult your Sony sales representative if you have any questions. 
 
Functions and Features 
◆ Back-illuminated CMOS image sensor Exmor RTM 
◆ 2-wire serial communication circuit on chip 
◆ CSI2 serial data output (selection of 4lane/2lane) 
◆ Timing generator, H and V driver circuits on chip 
◆ CDS/PGA on chip 
◆ 10-bit A/D converter on chip 
◆ Automatic optical black (OB) clamp circuit on chip 
◆ PLL on chip (rectangular wave) 
◆ High sensitivity, low dark current, no smear 
◆ Excellent anti-blooming characteristics 
◆ Variable-speed shutter function (1 H units) 
◆ R, G, B primary color pigment mosaic filters on chip 
◆ Max. 30frame/s in all-pixel scan mode 
◆ Pixel rate: 280 [Mpixel/s] (All-pixels mode) 
◆ 180 frame/s @720p with 2x2 analog (special) binning, 60 frame/s @1080p with V-crop 











◆ CMOS image sensor 
◆ Image size  : Diagonal 4.60mm (Type 1/4.0) 
◆ Total number of pixels  : 3296(H) × 2512(V) approx. 8.28M pixels 
◆ Number of effective pixels  : 3296(H) × 2480(V) approx. 8.17M pixels 
◆ Number of active pixels  : 3280(H) × 2464(V) approx. 8.08M pixels 
◆ Chip size  : 5.095mm (H) × 4.930mm (V) (w/ Scribe) 
◆ Unit cell size  : 1.12μm (H) × 1.12μm (V) 







































* Exmor R is a trademark of Sony Corporation. The Exmor R is a Sony's CMOS image sensor with significantly enhanced imaging  
 characteristics including sensitivity and low noise by changing fundamental structure of ExmorTM pixel adopted column parallel A/D converter 
 to back-illuminated type. 
Sony reserves the right to change products and specifications without prior notice.   
This information does not convey any license by any implication or otherwise under any patents or other right.   
Application circuits shown, if any, are typical examples illustrating the operation of the devices. Sony cannot assume responsibility for  
any problems arising out of the use of these circuits.  
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[Product Information] 
Ver.1.0 IMX477-AACK 
Diagonal 7.857 mm (Type 1/2.3) 12.3 Mega-Pixel CMOS Image Sensor with Square 
Pixel for Color Cameras 
 
Description 
The IMX477-AACK is a diagonal 7.857 mm (Type 1/2.3) 12.3 Mega-pixel CMOS active pixel type stacked image 
sensor with a square pixel array. It adopts Sony’s Stacked CMOS Image Sensor technology to achieve high speed 
image capturing by column parallel A/D converter circuits and high sensitivity and low noise image (comparing with 
conventional CMOS image sensor) through the backside illuminated imaging pixel structure. R, G, and B pigment 
primary color mosaic filter is employed. It equips an electronic shutter with variable integration time. It operates with 
three power supply voltages: analog 2.8 V, digital 1.05 V and 1.8 V for input/output interface and achieves low power 
consumption.  
In addition, this product is designed for use in consumer use camcorder. When using this for another application, 
Sony Semiconductor Solutions Corporation does not guarantee the quality and reliability of product. Therefore, don't 
use this for applications other than consumer use camcorder.  
In addition, individual specification change cannot be supported because this is a standard product.  
Consult your Sony Semiconductor Solutions Corporation sales representative if you have any questions. 
 
Features 
◆ Back-illuminated and stacked CMOS image sensor 
◆ Digital Overlap High Dynamic Range (DOL-HDR) mode with raw data output. 
◆ High signal to noise ratio (SNR). 
◆ Full resolution @60 frame/s (Normal), 4K2K @60 frame/s (Normal), 1080p @240 frame/s 
Full resolution @40 frame/s (12 bit Normal), Full resolution @30 frame/s (DOL-HDR, 2 frame) 
◆ Output video format of RAW12/10/8, COMP8. 
◆ Power Save Mode 
◆ Pixel binning readout and V sub-sampling function. 
◆ Independent flipping and mirroring. 
◆ Input clock frequency 6 to 27 MHz 
◆ CSI-2 serial data output (MIPI 2lane/4lane, Max. 2.1 Gbps/lane, D-PHY spec. ver. 1.2 compliant) 
◆ 2-wire serial communication. 
◆ Two PLLs for independent clock generation for pixel control and data output interface. 
◆ Defect Pixel Correction (DPC) 
◆ Ambient Light Sensor (ALS) 
◆ Fast mode transition. (on the fly) 
◆ Dual sensor synchronization operation (Multi camera compatible) 
◆ 7 k bit of OTP ROM for users. 
◆ Built-in temperature sensor 
◆ 10-bit/12-bit A/D conversion on chip 
◆ 92-pin high-precision ceramic package 
 
Sony reserves the right to change products and specifications without prior notice.  




Copyright 2018 Sony Semiconductor Solutions Corporation 
Device Structure 
◆ CMOS image sensor 
◆ Image size   Diagonal 7.857 mm (Type 1/2.3) 
◆ Total number of pixels   4072 (H) × 3176 (V) approx. 12.93 M pixels 
◆ Number of effective pixels  4072 (H) × 3064 (V) approx. 12.47 M pixels 
◆ Number of active pixels  4056 (H) × 3040 (V) approx. 12.33 M pixels 
◆ Chip size     7.564 mm (H) × 5.476 mm (V) 
◆ Unit cell size   1.55 µm (H) × 1.55 µm (V) 
◆ Package   92 pin LGA 
 
Image Sensor Characteristics 
(Tj = 60 °C) 
Item Value Remarks 
Sensitivity (F2.8) Min. 250 LSB 1/120 s integration 
Saturation signal Min. 1023 LSB  
 
Basic Drive Mode 
Drive mode Number of active pixels 
Maximum frame rate 
[frame/s] 
Output interface ADC [bit] 
Full (4:3) 
(Normal) 
4056 (H) × 3040 (V) 
approx. 12.33 M pixels 
60 CSI-2 10 
40 CSI-2 12 
Full (4:3) 
(DOL-HDR) 
4056 (H) × 3040 (V) 
approx. 12.33 M pixels 
DOL 2 frame : 30 
DOL 3 frame : 15 CSI-2 10 
Full (16:9) 4K2K 
(Normal) 
4056 (H) × 2288 (V) 
approx. 9.28 M pixels 79 CSI-2 10 
Full (16:9) 4K2K 
(DOL-HDR) 
4056 (H) × 2288 (V) 
approx. 9.28 M pixels 
DOL 2 frame : 39 
DOL 3 frame : 19 CSI-2 10 
Full (4:3) Binning 
(Normal) 
2028 (H) × 1520 (V) 
approx. 3.08 M pixels 179 CSI-2 10 
Full (16:9) Binning 
1080P (Normal) 
2028 (H) × 1128 (V) 
approx. 2.29 M pixels 240 CSI-2 10 
Full (16:9) Binning 
720P (Normal) 
1348 (H) × 750 (V) 
approx. 1.01 M pixels 240 CSI-2 10 
Full (16:9) Scaling 
1080P (Normal) 
2024 (H) × 1142 (V) 
approx. 2.31 M pixels 79 CSI-2 10 
Full (16:9) Scaling 
720P (Normal) 
1348 (H) × 762 (V) 
approx. 1.03 M pixels 79 CSI-2 10 
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D.2 Optical Filters
Specification of the Optical Filters used in the experiments.
Product  525nm narrow band pass filter 
Shape  Square 
Size 8.0mm x 8.0mm 
Thickness 0.7mm 
Center wavelength 525nm+/-5nm 
Half band width 20nm 
Peak transmissivity >90% 
Cut-off percentage <1% 
Material Mirror glass 
 
Product  850nm narrow band pass filter 
Shape  Square 
Diameter 8.0mmx8.0mm 
Thickness 0.55mm 
Center wavelength 850nm+/-5nm 
Half band width 30nm 
Peak transmissivity >86% 
Cut-off percentage <1% 
Material Mirror glass 
 
Product  650nm narrow band pass filter 
Shape  Square 
Diameter 6.5mm * 6.5mm 
Thickness 1mm 
Center wavelength 650nm +/-10nm 
Half band width 50nm 
Peak transmissivity >92% 
Cut-off percentage <1% 
Material Red mirror glass 
 
